
FOREWORD 

Two major rare earth minerals (REM) occuring as accessory minerals with cassiterite in placer 
deposits in Thailand are monazite and xenotime. They are found both offshore and onshore 
placer deposits. As Thailand has long been being one of the largest exporters for tin, the 
significant amount of REM could be expected. Unfortunately, our history of tin production 
was long before the price of REM becomes attractive. Most of monazite and xenotime was 
considered as gangue minerals and miners did not enjoy their production. Todays the situation 
is changing, dressing plants are chasing to purchase tin tailing for further processing. Demands 
for accessory minerals such as monazite, xenotime, zircon, rutile and ilmenite are apparently 
increasing. However, since the slump of tin price, many tin mines have been economically 
forced to shut down. The production of REM in Thailand is dependent to the tin price or 
the number of active tin mines. 

Applications of rare earth oxides (REO), rare earth compounds, and rnre earth elements are 
spreading out into oil refining industry, metallurgy, glasses, cernmics and electronics. 
Sophisticated instruments todays allow scientists to study closely into crystals, molecules and 
atoms of materials. This capability accelernres material science to advance unlimitedly. New 
materials with more perfect properties are yet to be discovered in the near future. There is 
more room for REM to participate those advanced technology. Many experts expect an 
interesting increase in demand for REM. This trend encournges many resource countries and 
user countries to explore both existing and new resources. Until now, it is conclusive that global 
resources/reserves exposes no worry to the foreseeable applications. 

Since there might be 17 rare earth elements (if includes lanthanum, yttrium and scandium) 
that occur in REM, individual elements should be balancedly used. If light rare earth elements 
(LREE) are marketable but heavy rare earth elements (HREE) find no real place in the market, 
the prices of LREE will be unreasonably high. 

Demands for high-purity separnted rare earth oxides and metals with a purity of 95 to 99.999 
per cent is growing. This requirement appeals for advanced processing technology to extract 
individual oxide or element. Many research laborntories are believed to be active in this area. 
Obviously, they will enjoy the payback in terms of money, since market prices for individual 
rare earth oxides and high-puri ty rare earth metals are up to a thousand times higher than 
those for the mixed oxides. Technology is far more expensive than the minernls/resources. 

As it is well recognised the importance of technology that could bring invaluable added value 
to natural resources, the Departmern of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering, Faculty of 
Engineering, Prince of Songkla University decides to organise this conference. We wish to 
dedicate and share this proceedings to the developern of science and technology in the field 
of rare earth. The conference covers the areas of mineralisation, resources/reserves, supply/ 
demand, extraction, applications and management. This conference could not be possible without 
warm cooperation of our 8 coorganisers and 7 cosponsors to which we are sincerely grateful. 
Encouragement and assistance from Prof. Dr. Jun-ichiro Yagi and Prof. Dr. Yasuo Omori from 
SENKEN, Tohoku University, and Dr. Shunso lshiharn from Geological Survey of Japan helps 
this conference very possible from the beginning through the end. Active participation of our 
speakers from the People ' s Republic of China is an unforgetable for us. We would like to 

thank all speakers who help make the conference informative and fruitful. We aim this 
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conference to be an open international forum for persons in this field to express their knowledge 
andexperience. This gathering is an excellent opportunity for participants to make friends and 
join hands for the future cooperation. For our part, we will be happy to cooperate with overseas 
academic or research institutes and to expose ourselves into an international arena, since we 
realise that mutual exchange of understanding and of technology can help accelerate our bilateral 
progress. 
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